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Red Storm - Frank Luna 2011-05-01
American Commander "Mac" MacTavish and his
international team of scientists and engineers
are wrapping up an eighteen-month mission at
Mars Base. Without warning, all communication
with Earth is mysteriously lost. Mac's egotistical
science chief discovers that a massive solar flare
has impacted Earth, causing catastrophic

damage and most likely political and social
upheaval. Unsure if it is safe to return home,
Mac decides to wait for the arrival of the Mars 3
spacecraft and the relief crew already en route
from Earth. After several weeks with no
communication, Mars 3 lands nearby, showing
no signs of life. Expecting a grisly scene, Mac
enters the lifeless lander, but he is stunned and
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horrified by what he discovers. Are Mac and his
crew the sole survivors of a galactic solar
catastrophe or something more sinister? Now it
is up to him to discover the truth in the midst of
this Red Storm.
Up for Air - Christina Berry 2021-02-11
At a funeral on her 29th birthday, Ari takes stock
of her life and comes to a startling conclusion:
she's not happy. Mired in a relationship that's
gone stale, she approaches her husband Greg
about opening their marriage. To her shock, he
agrees. Ari throws herself headlong into an
adventure through the bars and bedrooms of
Austin. For the first time in her life she's living
in the moment - sex and kink, karaoke and drink
- new friends, new lovers, new boundaries to
cross. It's all just innocent, no-strings fun...until
she meets Alex. Alex changes everything. While
Ari and Greg grapple with their changing
relationship, Ari struggles to control her heart.
During hedonistic self-discovery, has she
stumbled across love? Book one of the Lost In

Austin series, Up for Air was a 2021 Good Sex
Awards Winner for "Sexiest Consent," won the
Readers' Favorite Gold Medal for Romance Sizzle, and won the 2021 Independent Press
Award for Romance.
Veridesian Tales - Laurie Ravin 2022-09-20
Katt soared down the zipline from her treehouse
with Mariah, the lioness, running below in her
shadow along the deep soft green forest floor.
Feeling like she was flying, her senses took in
the beauty of her world where all forms of life
thrived together in peace and harmony.
Inheriting the Guardianship of this magical
world when Katt was so young didn't change the
fact that she was responsible for protecting it.
For centuries the creatures have trusted the
Vindexa Clan Guardians to keep them and their
world safe from the outside "regular" world's
intrusions. But nothing is as certain as change.
Will Katt be able to fully understand, embrace,
and grow with inevitable changes? Can she
protect her world, or will it be overcome, spoiled
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by sudden intrusions and events coming one
after the other? Can she do this without
resorting to violence? She must prevail, the
peace and harmony must be preserved. But her
abilities are still developing, how evolved will
she become? Her world believes in her. Welcome
to Veridesia.
Hannah Coulter - Wendell Berry 2005-10-10
Hannah Coulter is Wendell Berry’s seventh novel
and his first to employ the voice of a woman
character in its telling. Hannah, the now–elderly
narrator, recounts the love she has for the land
and for her community. She remembers each of
her two husbands, and all places and community
connections threatened by twentieth–century
technologies. At risk is the whole culture of
family farming, hope redeemed when her
wayward and once lost grandson, Virgil, returns
to his rural home place to work the farm.
Sudden Storms - Marcia Lynn McClure 2011
Rivers Brighton was a wanderer-having nothing
and belonging to no one. Still, by chance, Rivers

found herself harboring for a time beneath the
roof of the kind-hearted Jolee Gray and her
remarkably attractive yet ever-grumbling
brother, Paxton. Jolee had taken Rivers in, and
Rivers had stayed. Helplessly drawn to Paxton's
alluring presence and unable to escape his
astonishing hold over her, however, Rivers knew
she was in danger of enduring great heartbreak
and pain. Paxton appeared to find Rivers no
more interesting than a brief cloudburst. Yet the
man's spirit seemed to tether some great and
devastating storm-a powerful tempest bridled
within, waiting for the moment when it could
rage full and free, perhaps destroying everything
and everyone in its wake-particularly Rivers.
Could Rivers capture Paxton's attention long
enough to make his heart her own? Or would the
storm brewing within him destroy her hopes and
dreams of belonging to the only man she had
ever loved?
The Wild and Cultivated Cotton Plants of the
World - Sir George Watt 1907
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An Unusual Friend - Michael Pellico 2020
Berry Princess - Megan E. Bryant 2005
Strawberry Shortcake and her friends try to find
the magical unicorn, Ambrosia, who is lost in a
maze.
Invisible Storm - Jason Kander 2022-07-05
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “A truly
special book. This combination of honesty,
thoughtfulness, urgency, and vulnerability is not
common in leaders, and Jason demonstrates
boundless occupancy of all of these traits.” –
Wes Moore, New York Times bestselling author
of The Other Wes Moore From political
wunderkind and former army intelligence officer
Jason Kander comes a haunting, powerful
memoir about impossible choices—and how
sometimes walking away from the chance of a
lifetime can be the greatest decision of all. In
2017, President Obama, in his final Oval Office
interview, was asked who gave him hope for the
future of the country, and Jason Kander was the

first name he mentioned. Suddenly, Jason was a
national figure. As observers assumed he was
preparing a run for the presidency, Jason
announced a bid for mayor of Kansas City
instead and was headed for a landslide victory.
But after eleven years battling PTSD from his
service in Afghanistan, Jason was seized by
depression and suicidal thoughts. He dropped
out of the mayor’s race and out of public life.
And finally, he sought help. In this brutally
honest second memoir, following his New York
Times best-selling debut Outside the Wire, Jason
Kander has written the book he himself needed
in the most painful moments of his PTSD. In
candid, in-the-moment detail, we see him
struggle with undiagnosed illness during a
presidential bid; witness his family buoy him
through challenging treatment; and, giving hope
to so many of us, see him heal.
Lost Cities of North & Central America David Hatcher Childress 1992
"Search for lost Mayan cities and books of gold,
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discover an ancient canal system in Arizona,
climb gigantic pyramids in the Midwest, explore
megalithic monuments in New England, and join
the astonishing quest for the lost cities
throughout North [and Central] America"-Amazon.com.
Candy Store of Books - Helen Perelman
2011-07-26
In Chocolate Dreams, Cocoa the Chocolate Fairy
is blamed for the missing chocolate eggs. But
soon the other fairies discover that it’s the sour
troll Mogu who is toying with their candies. He
has stolen the chocolate eggs for his own! Cocoa
and Princess Lolli go on a dangerous adventure
over the Frosted Mountains to save the eggs,
and get Mogu to stop his bitter plan. They have
to outwit the salty old troll in order to save the
chocolate eggs and restore the balance of Sugar
Valley once again. In Rainbow Swirl, Raina is a
young Gummy fairy who takes her duties very
seriously and carefully tends the Gummy Forest.
She follows the fairy guidebook rules to the

letter and is getting ready for the annual candy
contest at the castle. The night before the event
a terrible storm hits Sugar Valley and the winds
and rain swirl all the colors of the candies
together. It’s a huge mess! Dot, a wise Candy
Castle Fairy, pairs up with Raina. They wind up
creating a new rainbow hue to decorate all the
candies just in time for the annual candy contest
held in the Gummy Forest. While the candy is
not traditional, Raina wins for originality and is
proud of her work. In Caramel Moon, the crop of
candy corns is shrinking! Is someone playing a
trick? Mellie the Caramel Fairy and her friends
will find out! At the Harvest Festival all the
fairies expect to eat candy corn, but Mellie
discovers that the Chuchies are back and have
been digging in the fields, pulling up the candy
corns before the fairies can collect them.
Princess Lolli will see that the Chuchies learn a
lesson, and Mellie and her friends harvest a new
crop of candy corn just in time.
Ships and Shipwrecks - Richard Gebhart
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2021-12-01
From the day that French explorer Robert
Cavelier de La Salle launched the Griffin in 1679
to the 1975 sinking of the celebrated Edmund
Fitzgerald, thousands of commercial ships have
sailed on the vast and perilous waters of the
Great Lakes. In a harbinger of things to come,
on the return leg of its first trip in late summer
1679, the Griffin disappeared and has never
been seen again. In the centuries since then, the
records show that an alarming number of
shipwrecks have occurred on the Great Lakes. If
vessels that wrecked but were later repaired and
returned to service are included, the number
certainly swells into the thousands. Most did not
mysteriously vanish like the Griffin. Instead, they
suffered the occupational hazards of every lake
boat: collisions, groundings, strands, fires, boiler
explosions, and capsizes. Many of these
disasters took the lives of crews and passengers.
The fearsome wrath of the storms that brew over
the Great Lakes has challenged and defeated

some of the staunchest vessels constructed in
the shipyards of port cities along the U.S. and
Canadian lakeshores. Here Richard Gebhart tells
the tales of some of these ships and their
captains and crews, from their launches to their
sad demises—or sometimes, their celebrated
retirements. This volume is a must-read for
anyone intrigued by the maritime history of the
Great Lakes.
Star in the Storm - Joan Hiatt Harlow
2013-07-30
All non-sheepherding dogs have been outlawed
from the rocky coastal village where Maggie
lives. Unwilling to give up her beloved
Newfoundland, Sirius, Maggie defies the law and
hides Sirius away. But when a steamer crashes
into the rocks during a violent storm and starts
to sink with a hundred passengers on board,
Maggie faces a difficult choice. She knows Sirius
can help rescue the people trapped on the ship,
but bringing him out of hiding would put his own
life in jeopardy. Is Maggie’s brave dog a big
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enough hero to save the desperate
passengers—and himself? This heartwarming
story of a lovable dog and his feisty mistress is
based on true stories about Newfoundland dogs
and filled with drama, tension, and exciting
rescues.
A World Lost - Wendell Berry 2008-05-28
In this, Wendell Berry’s fifth novel and ninth
work of fiction, Andy Catlett revisits his own
ninth year in the summer of 1944 when his
beloved uncle is shot and killed by the surly and
mysterious Carp Harmon. This is his Uncle
Andrew, after whom the boy is named, someone
who savored “company, talk, some kind of to–do,
something to laugh at.” Years later, still
possessed by the story, Andy seeks to get to the
bottom of all this, to understand the two men
and their lethal connection. “Berry deftly
balances Andy’s investigation into the town’s
past with an equally moving realization not only
of the sustaining value of memory but of the
manner in which they are shaped in enduring

ways by what they love . . . a sharp portrait of a
town nursing its secrets over decades.” —Kirkus
Reviews
Fire Island National Seashore, New York United States. Congress. House. Committee on
Interior and Insular Affairs. Subcommittee on
National Parks 1964
Modern society is ill. Many people sit in their
work cubicle, in jobs that are stressful and
unfulfilling. With a boss they don't like. With a
mortgage they cannot afford. With relationships
that aren't all they could be. With a work-life
balance that's all work and no life. It's no
wonder there's a stress and depression epidemic
in the Western world. Many people have simply
lost themselves. Is this you? If so, life doesn't
have to be like this. You can choose to live life in
a different way. Most people will say that they
want more than anything to be themselves and
to make a difference. This book is about how to
be true to yourself in a society that more than
ever pushes us to disguise who we are, so we
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end up pretending to be who we're not. How can
I find a way to be myself? Join Mark Eyre to find
your own real me, and along the way, pick up
some practical strategies and approaches to help
you express who you really are. It's time to join
the journey of a lifetime, and in the words of
George Eliot, to "be who you might have been."
The Selected Poems of Wendell Berry - Wendell
Berry 1998
Poems deal with rural life, nature, work, family,
community, faith, courage, and human
interaction
The Awakening Storm: A Graphic Novel
(City of Dragons #1) - Jaimal Yogis 2021-09-21
Grace and her friends must protect a newly
hatched dragon from mysterious evildoers.
When Grace moves to Hong Kong with her mom
and new stepdad, her biggest concern is making
friends at her fancy new boarding school. But
when a mysterious old woman gifts her a dragon
egg during a field trip, Grace discovers that the
wonderful stories of dragons she heard when she

was a young girl might actually be real-especially when the egg hatches overnight. The
dragon has immense powers that Grace has yet
to understand. And that puts them both in
danger from mysterious forces intent on abusing
the dragon's power. And now it's up to Grace
and her school friends to uncover the sinister
plot threatening the entire city!
Storm from the East - Milton Viorst
2007-12-18
America’s engagement with the Arab world
stretches back far beyond the Iraq wars.
According to Milton Viorst, the current conflict
is simply the latest round in a 1,400-year
struggle between Christianity and Islam, in
which the United States became a participant
only in the last century. Today, the Bush
Doctrine aims to free the Arab peoples from
political oppression and create a democratic
Iraq. So why are Arabs, and Iraqis in particular,
so suspicious of our efforts? The explanation,
Viorst says, is simple: “What the American
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leadership has miscalculated, or simply
dismissed, is Arab nationalism.” In Storm from
the East, Viorst offers a balanced, lucid, and
vital history of America’s uneasy relationship
with the Arab world and argues that brutal
conflict in the region will continue until the
West, with the United States taking the lead,
honors the Arabs’ insistence on deciding their
own destiny. Viorst examines the long struggle
of the Arab world to overthrow Western
hegemony. He explores the Arab experiences
with democracy and military despotism;
Nasserite socialism in Egypt and Ba’athism in
Syria and Iraq; tribal monarchy in Saudi Arabia
and Jordan; guerrilla warfare waged by the
Palestinians; and, finally, Islamic rebellion
culminating in Osama bin Laden’s extremist alQaeda. All have the same goal: the liberation of
the Arabs from foreign domination. Storm from
the East is a powerful work that, like no other,
limns the political, religious, and social roots of
Arab nationalism and the present-day unrest in

the Middle East.
A Day at the Apple Orchard - Amy Ackelsberg
2013-08-29
Celebrate the fall season with Strawberry
Shortcake and her friends in this brand-new
story!
Camp Berry - Mickie Matheis 2014
Strawberry Shortcake and her friends go to
summer camp, and Raspberry Torte finds a big
surprise while going on a nature hike.
Candy Fairies 3-Books-in-1! - Helen Perelman
2015-11-03
Get a taste of the Candy Fairies series with this
yummy paperback bind-up that includes the first
three books! This supersweet paperback edition
of the first three Candy Fairies books
includesChocolate Dreams, Rainbow Swirl, and
Caramel Moon. In Chocolate Dreams, Cocoa the
Chocolate Fairy is blamed for the missing
chocolate eggs. But soon the other fairies
discover that it's the sour troll Mogu who is
taking their candies—and they're determined to
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stop him! In Rainbow Swirl, Raina the Gummy
Fairy has her work cut out for her when a
terrible storm hits Sugar Valley the night before
the annual candy contest, and the colors for all
the candies swirl together. What will Raina do to
save the day? And in Caramel Moon, the crop of
candy corns is shrinking! Is someone playing a
trick? Melli the Caramel Fairy and her friends
will find out!
Candy Fairies 4-Books-in-1! - Helen Perelman
2015-06-16
"Welcome to Sugar Valley, home to the Candy
Fairies, where every fairy represents a special
candy treat!"-Rainbow Swirl - Helen Perelman 2012-08-28
Raini the Gummy Fairy is disappointed that her
friends do not care as much as she does about
winning first prize at the upcoming Candy Fair,
but when a big storm disrupts Raini's plans, her
friends are loyal and true.
The Berry Big Storm - Megan E. Bryant 2003
Strawberry and her friends clean up after a

rainstorm that causes the River Fudge to flood.
Fire Island National Seashore, New York United States. Congress. House. Committee on
Interior and Insular Affairs 1964
Hearings - United States. Congress. House.
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs 1964
Five Days at Memorial - Sheri Fink 2016-01-26
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The awardwinning book that inspired an Apple Original
series from Apple TV+ • A landmark
investigation of patient deaths at a New Orleans
hospital ravaged by Hurricane Katrina—and the
suspenseful portrayal of the quest for truth and
justice—from a Pulitzer Prize–winning physician
and reporter “An amazing tale, as inexorable as
a Greek tragedy and as gripping as a
whodunit.”—Dallas Morning News After
Hurricane Katrina struck and power failed, amid
rising floodwaters and heat, exhausted staff at
Memorial Medical Center designated certain
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patients last for rescue. Months later, a doctor
and two nurses were arrested and accused of
injecting some of those patients with life-ending
drugs. Five Days at Memorial, the culmination of
six years of reporting by Pulitzer Prize winner
Sheri Fink, unspools the mystery, bringing us
inside a hospital fighting for its life and into the
most charged questions in health care: which
patients should be prioritized, and can health
care professionals ever be excused for hastening
death? Transforming our understanding of
human nature in crisis, Five Days at Memorial
exposes the hidden dilemmas of end-of-life care
and reveals how ill-prepared we are for largescale disasters—and how we can do better. ONE
OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR: The
New York Times Book Review • ONE OF THE
BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR: Chicago Tribune,
Seattle Times, Entertainment Weekly, Christian
Science Monitor, Kansas City Star WINNER:
National Book Critics Circle Award, J. Anthony
Lukas Book Prize, PEN/John Kenneth Galbraith

Award, Los Angeles Times Book Prize,
Ridenhour Book Prize, American Medical
Writers Association Medical Book Award,
National Association of Science Writers Science
in Society Award
What are People For? - Wendell Berry 1990
Two spiritual prose poems precede more than
twenty essays in which the author argues for the
diversification of local economies, elucidates
how art participates in our lives, and urges that
humanity collectively seek harmony between
human economy and natu
Strawberry Shortcake's Seaberry Mystery Sonia Sander 2005
When someone--or something--steals all of Coco
Calypso's seaberries, Strawberry Shortcake and
her friends Rainbow Sherbet and Blueberry
Muffin are determined to solve the mystery.
Rising Tide - John M. Barry 2007-09-17
A New York Times Notable Book of the Year,
winner of the Southern Book Critics Circle
Award and the Lillian Smith Award. An American
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epic of science, politics, race, honor, high
society, and the Mississippi River, Rising Tide
tells the riveting and nearly forgotten story of
the Great Mississippi Flood of 1927. The river
inundated the homes of almost one million
people, helped elect Huey Long governor and
made Herbert Hoover president, drove hundreds
of thousands of African Americans north, and
transformed American society and politics
forever. The flood brought with it a human
storm: white and black collided, honor and
money collided, regional and national powers
collided. New Orleans’s elite used their power to
divert the flood to those without political
connections, power, or wealth, while causing
Black sharecroppers to abandon their land to
flee up north. The states were unprepared for
this disaster and failed to support the Black
community. The racial divides only widened
when a white officer killed a Black man for
refusing to return to work on levee repairs after
a sleepless night of work. In the powerful prose

of Rising Tide, John M. Barry removes any
remaining veil that there had been equality in
the South. This flood not only left millions of
people ruined, but further emphasized the racial
inequality that have continued even to this day.
Bruce's Big Storm - Ryan T. Higgins
2019-09-03
Bruce's home is already a full house. But when a
big storm brings all his woodland neighbors
knocking, he'll have to open his door to a crowd
of animals in need of shelter—whether he likes it
or not. Readers will love this next installment of
the uproarious, award-winning Mother Bruce
series.
A Psalm of Storms and Silence - Roseanne A.
Brown 2021-11-02
The highly anticipated second—and final—book
in the immersive fantasy duology inspired by
West African folklore that began with the New
York Times bestselling A Song of Wraiths and
Ruin, from author Roseanne A. Brown. Perfect
for fans of Tomi Adeyemi, Renée Ahdieh, and
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Sabaa Tahir. Karina lost everything after a
violent coup left her without her kingdom or her
throne. Now the most wanted person in
Sonande, her only hope of reclaiming what is
rightfully hers lies in a divine power hidden in
the long-lost city of her ancestors. Meanwhile,
the resurrection of Karina’s sister has spiraled
the world into chaos, with disaster after disaster
threatening the hard-won peace Malik has found
as Farid’s apprentice. When they discover that
Karina herself is the key to restoring balance,
Malik must use his magic to lure her back to
their side. But how do you regain the trust of
someone you once tried to kill? As the fabric
holding Sonande together begins to tear, Malik
and Karina once again find themselves torn
between their duties and their desires. And
when the fate of everything hangs on a single,
horrifying choice, they each must decide what
they value most—a power that could transform
the world, or a love that could transform their
lives.

Storm Lake - Art Cullen 2020-01-21
"A reminder that even the smallest newspapers
can hold the most powerful among us
accountable."—The New York Times Book
Review Watch the documentary Storm Lake on
PBS. Iowa plays an outsize role in national
politics. Iowa introduced Barack Obama and
voted bigly for Donald Trump. But is it a
bellwether for America, a harbinger of its
future? Art Cullen’s answer is complicated and
honest. In truth, Iowa is losing ground. The
Trump trade wars are hammering farmers and
manufacturers. Health insurance premiums and
drug prices are soaring. That’s what Iowans are
dealing with, and the problems they face are the
problems of the heartland. In this candid and
timely book, Art Cullen—the Storm Lake Times
newspaperman who won a Pulitzer Prize for
taking on big corporate agri-industry and its
poisoning of local rivers—describes how the
heartland has changed dramatically over his
career. In a story where politics, agriculture, the
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environment, and immigration all converge,
Cullen offers an unsentimental ode to rural
America and to the resilient people of a vibrant
community of fifteen thousand in Northwest
Iowa, as much survivors as their town.
Shades of Jamie Dornan - Jo Berry 2015-02-03
From film and TV critic Jo Berry comes the
unauthorized biography of model-turned-actor
Jamie Dornan, starring as Christian Grey in the
wildly popular Fifty Shades of Grey film! Jamie
Dornan is quickly becoming a megastar. The
announcement of his lead role in the upcoming
movie adaptation of Fifty Shades of Grey caused
a media frenzy and he has been hitting the
headlines ever since. After English actor Charlie
Hunnam stepped away from the role, Dornan
was catapulted into the international spotlight.
Previously a model for Calvin Klein alongside
Kate Moss, he has appeared in Sofia Coppola’s
Marie Antoinette, has dated Keira Knightley,
was cast as the sheriff in the hit fantasy TV
drama Once Upon A Time, and followed it up

with an acclaimed leading performance in the
TV thriller The Fall. With details compiled from
in-depth research into both his personal and
professional life, this insightful book will reveal
fifty shades of Jamie Dornan—a no-holds-barred
biography of the man who everyone wants to
know intimately.
Terror at Bottle Creek - Watt Key 2016-01-05
In this gritty, realistic wilderness adventure,
thirteen-year-old Cort is caught in a battle
against a Gulf Coast hurricane. Cort's father is a
local expert on hunting and swamp lore in lower
Alabama who has been teaching his son
everything he knows. But when a deadly
Category 3 storm makes landfall, Cort must
unexpectedly put his all skills-and bravery-to the
test. One catastrophe seems to lead to another,
leaving Cort and two neighbor girls to face the
storm as best they can. Amid miles of stormthrashed wetlands filled with dangerous,
desperate wild animals, it's up to Cort to win-or
lose-the fight for their lives. This title has
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Common Core connections.
Seeing Jesus in the Storm - Melissa Berry
2019-01-02
Is it possible to avoid life's storms? Do I have
control over what happens to me, or will I be
swallowed up by the waves of trouble that wash
over me? Why do I have to experience hardships
and trouble? Where is Jesus when I am
suffering? These questions and more are
discussed in this inspirational and thoughtprovoking book. Some storms are minor and
cause little to no damage. Other storms are
devastating and have the potential to leave longlasting damage. Whether storms are big or
small, no one gets through this life without
weathering storm damage. Storms tend to shape
the life of the individual for better or worse. As
you will discover, you are not a helpless
bystander. You do not have to be a victim to
whatever happens to you. You can overcome.
There are biblical principles that determine the
outcome of storms. The Bible has many answers

to life's problems. The author walks you through
the scriptures that provide instruction to
navigate your way when the view is obstructed
from storm damage. Although Jesus is always
present and always sees you, it may not be easy
to see Jesus through difficulties. As you read,
you will learn to see life more from God's
perspective which will in turn enable you to see
Jesus in the storm.
Summer of the Monkeys - Wilson Rawls
2010-12-29
From the author of the beloved classic Where
the Red Fern Grows comes a timeless adventure
about a boy who discovers a tree full of
monkeys. The last thing fourteen-year-old Jay
Berry Lee expects to find while trekking through
the Ozark Mountains of Oklahoma is a tree full
of monkeys. But then Jay learns from his
grandpa that the monkeys have escaped from a
traveling circus, and there’s a big reward for the
person who finds and returns them. His family
could really use the money, so Jay sets off,
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determined to catch them. But by the end of the
summer, Jay will have learned a lot more than he
bargained for—and not just about monkeys.
From the beloved author of Where the Red Fern
Grows comes another memorable adventure
novel filled with heart, humor, and excitement.
Honors and Praise for Wilson Rawls’ Where the
Red Fern Grows: A School Library Journal Top
100 Children’s Novel An NPR Must-Read for
Kids Ages 9 to 14 Winner of 4 State Awards Over
7 million copies in print! “A rewarding book . . .
[with] careful, precise observation, all of it
rightly phrased.” —The New York Times Book
Review “One of the great classics of children’s
literature . . . Any child who doesn’t get to read
this beloved and powerfully emotional book has
missed out on an important piece of childhood
for the last 40-plus years.” —Common Sense
Media “An exciting tale of love and adventure
you’ll never forget.” —School Library Journal
Each Little Bird that Sings - Deborah Wiles 2005
Comfort Snowberger is well acquainted with

death since her family runs the funeral parlor in
their small southern town, but even so the tenyear-old is unprepared for the series of heartwrenching events that begins on the first day of
Easter vacation with the sudden death of her
beloved great-uncle Edisto.
When Love Calls, You Better Answer Bertice Berry 2007-12-18
The author of the hit Redemption Song returns
with a sparkling new novel about looking for
love in all the wrong places—and with all the
wrong people. Bernita Brown is a quick-thinking,
tireless social worker who is good at practically
everything—except love. When her first
marriage ends in divorce—a painful experience
Bernita refuses to think about—she dives into a
series of sad relationships and overwhelming
commitments to community and church. But not
even church can keep her from being courted by
dogs. Bernita’ s married pastor begins making
passes at her, then blames her for his
backsliding. Along the way, the ghost of
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Bernita’s aunt Babe weighs in with plenty of
advice (after all, Aunt Babe says, “You don’t
need to be alive to tell folks how to live”). But
when a marvelous man finally enters Bernita’s
life, only time can tell whether she will be able
to trust him. Written with Berry’s signature
warmth, When Love Calls, You Better Answer
addresses a host of powerful topics, from

abusive relationships to corrupt church leaders.
Bernita’s story will inspire readers to find the
love they need, especially the love that can only
come from within.
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